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Mehanisms of Deposition and Growth in PorousMedia: Experimental Analysis and Developmentof Phenomenologial ModelsDesription: Transport phenomena (deposition/aumulation and growth) inporous media are of great importane in many environmental and medial appli-ations. Examples range from new-onept abatement devies to redue pollutiongenerated by human transportation in urban areas, to stem ells ultures, where aporous medium is used as substrate to grow ells.Aim of the projet is to study deposition and growth mehanisms near a porouswall to improve urrent physial understanding and develop theoretial models forprediting formation and growth rate of deposits on porous media.The study will be driven by experimental measurements, whih will be performedusing the failities available at the Environmental and Proess Fluid Mehanis Lab,supported and omplemented by numerial simulations (performed using in-houseodes based on RANS and LES approahes).The projet is sponsored by a University grant. The suessful andidate shouldhave a PhD in a related area (Engineering or Siene) and he/she is expeted tointerat with the laboratory reasearh team. The andidate is also expeted tosubmit funding proposals for both European and industrial researh projets.The position is available for 12 months but an be extended up to 24 months.The workplae will be at the University of Udine, in Udine, Italy.Contat: Enquiries for further details should be sent diretly to Prof. AlfredoSoldati, e-mail: soldati at uniud.itContrat: 12 months (an be extended up to 24 months) �xed-term ontrat witha monthly net salary of 1450 ¤ whih an inrease up to 1600 ¤ aording withexperiene. Health and safety insurane is overed independently by the University.Seletion: Appliations should be sent BEFORE WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 2013to Prof. Alfredo Soldati, e-mail: soldati at uniud.it. Two reommendation lettersare required.After initial email sreening of CV's and motivations (a visit an also be arranged),a written appliation is required to ful�ll the administrative duties.Deadline for Written Appliation: May 31, 2013See also: http://www.uniud.it/riera/�nanziamenti/dottorato/Bandi_attivi?lingua=eng
Website: http://158.110.32.35


